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ABSTRACT

A physically based hydrologic model is presented which predicts

seepage losses from small water impoundments. Model development included:

1) estimation of historical seepage losses from three stock ponds located

at Walnut Gulch Experimental Watershed, Tombstone, Arizona, 2) evaluation

of factors controlling seepage losses from these ponds, 3) development

of a seepage prediction model based upon the observed factors controlling

seepage losses, and 4) calibration and testing of the seepage Prediction

model.

Results of this study indicate that seepage rates from the stock

ponds studied are dynamic, controlled largely by the volumes and frequencies

of inflows and the permeabilities of the materials underlying the ponds.

Required input to the model includes an inflow record, pan evaporation

data, a stage-surface area relationship, and estimates of the model

parameters of minimum and maximum hydraulic conductivity. Comparison

of model output to actual data indicates the program successfully predicts

seepage losses from small unlined water impoundments.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

With growing demands being placed upon the limited water

resources of the southwestern United States, there has been an increased

interest in the role of small water impoundments in the development of

the region's water resources. Of the hydrologic factors involved in

evaluating the performance and impact of small water impoundments the

most poorly understood is water loss due to seepage. The quantities and

rates of seepage loss occurring from a given impoundment is controlled

by a number of interrelated factors, many of which vary both spatially

and seasonally at a given impoundment. In addition, the factors which

control seepage loss may be highly variable from one impoundment to

another.

Methods which evaluate the performance and hydrologic impact of

small water impoundments must include a means of estimating seepage

losses. Almstead (1983) accomplished this by using fixed steady state

seepage rates. Under conditions where variations in stage are small

seepage flow will approach steady state conditions, and use of a fixed

seepage rate will be appropriate. However, most water impoundments in

the southwestern United States are filled by sporadic inflows from

intermittent streams or water catchments. Under these conditions large

fluctuations in pond stage will occur, seepage losses will occur as
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unsteady flow, and the assumption of a fixed seepage rate will be

inappropriate.

This study presents a physically based hydrologic model which

evaluates seepage as a dynamic process.	 The model was developed for

the U.S. Forest Service, Salt River Project, and Arizona Department of

Water Resources as a method of predicting seepage losses from small

water impoundments. Potential applications for the model include

evaluation of the performance of water impoundments, estimation of

optimum geometries' and sizes for water impoundments, and evaluation of

potential ground water recharge related to a given water impoundment.

The model is designed so as that these objectives may be achieved with

minimal input data.



CHAPTER 2

STUDY OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE

The main objective of this study was to develop a method for

predicting seepage losses from small unlined water impoundments. The

aim was to provide a practical method that could be used by individuals

and agencies evaluating the performance of small water impoundments in

arid and semiarid areas. The criterion used in the development of this

scheme was that a minimum amount of input data would be required while

still maintaining accuracy.

To achieve this objective, a four step approach was undertaken.

Initially, a literature review was carried out to evaluate the current

state of knowledge concerning seepage losses from small water

impoundments. This literature review yielded insufficient information

for the development of a method for seepage prediction. Secondly,

because of the lack of information, four sets of historical data were

obtained from three stock ponds located at Walnut Gulch Experimental

Watershed in Tombstone, Arizona. From these data, estimates of seepage

rates and the factors controlling them were obtained using a water

balance approach. Thirdly, based upon the observed factors controlling

seepage losses a model was developed which uses the Green-Ampt

infiltration equation and an explicit finite difference scheme to

predict seepage losses. Finally, the model was calibrated using the

four historical data sets and tested on one stock pond by using the

3
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calibration developed from one year's data to predict seepage losses in

a subsequent year.

In addition to the above, three appendices are included in this

thesis. Appendix A contains a user's guide for the seepage prediction

model. General guidelines and recommendations for model use and

estimation of input parameters are presented. Appendix B contains a

program listing of SPM, the seepage prediction model. Appendix C

contains a listing of SEEP, the program used to estimate and evaluate

the historical losses from the stock ponds at Walnut Gulch.



CHAPTER 3

STUDY AREA DESCRIPTION

The four sets of historical data used in this study to evaluate

seepage losses from small water impoundments were obtained from Walnut

Gulch Experimental Watershed, located in southeastern Arizona, near

Tombstone, Arizona. The watershed is operated by the Agricultural

Research Service.

The climate of the Walnut Gulch area is semiarid, with rainy

seasons occurring biseaonally in the summer and winter. Mean daily

maximum and minimum temperatures range from highs of 94.1 and 61.9°F in

June to lows of 60.1 and 34.1 ° F in January. Average annual

precipitation is approximately 13 inches, of which 70 percent typically

occurs between late June and early September. Summer precipitation

events are produced by convective storms characterized by hiyn

intensities and short durations. Winter rainfall occurs between late

December and early February primarily from frontal storms characterized

by precipitation events of low intensities and long duration.

Almost all of the precipitation events which produce runoff

occur during the summer months. High intensity summer precipitation

often exceeds the infiltration capacities of the soils, resulting in

flash flooding of washes and large amounts of soil erosion. On the

average, only about 10 percent of this precipitation ends up as runoff

(Simanton, 1973). The runoff which does reach the washes of the area is

5
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rapidly lost by transmission through the channel beds due to the high

permeabilities of the channel bed material. In general, Walnut Gulch

and its associated tributaries are dry more than 99 percent of the time.

The characteristics of the three stock ponds stuaied in this

report are listed in Table 1. These impoundments were selected pecause

they represented a range of sizes, and records of high quality were

available from which estimates of seepage losses could be made.

TABLE 1. Characteristics of stock ponds and watersheds studied.

Pond 1 Pond 16 Pond 23

Drainage Area (Acres) 109 230 108

Pond Storage (1000 ft 3 )* 76 285 38

Watershed Soil Type gravelly loam gravelly loam gravelly loam

Average Soil	 Slopes % 8-15% 8-15% 8-15%

* Pond storage given at spillway elevation

Additional information concerning the characteristics of Walnut Gulch

Experimental Watershed, including the impoundments and watersheds

studied, is found in the Soil Conservation Survey's Special Report on

Walnut Gulch (1970).



CHAPTER 4

FACTORS CONTROLLING SEEPAGE LOSSES FROM SMALL WATER IMPOUNDMENTS

Seepage losses from small unlined water impoundments are

controlled by a large number of interrelated hydrologic factors. For a

given impoundment these factors may vary both seasonally and spatially.

The factors also vary between impoundments. This chapter presents some

of the basic concepts used in the development of the seepage prediction

model. The assumption used is an impoundment which is not in hydraulic

contact with ground water and is not underlain by an impermeable layer.

These were the conditions found at the impoundments used in this study.

Flow Through Permeable Media

The flow of water through a permeable material such.as tne.soil

underlying a water impoundment, can be described through a modification

of Darcy's law.

q = K(0) 7 , H	 (1)

where:	 q = Specific flux or discharge (cm/sec)

K(0)	 Hydraulic conductivity as a function

of the degree saturation (cm/sec)

7.H = Hydraulic head vector gradient

To gain a more basic understanding of equation (1), both the

hydraulic conductivity and the hydraulic head gradient may be defined in

more elemental terms. The hydraulic conductivity of a soil is a

function of the intrinsic permeability, k (cm 2 ), tne liquid's fluidity,

7
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f (cm - lsec-1 ), and the degree to which a soil is saturated (0). These

factors are related to each other by the equation:

K(0) = k(0) f	 (2)

Hazen (1911), further defines k as:

k(0) = C(8) d(0) 2 	(3)

and f as:

f = pg/n	 (4)

where: C(0) = Coefficient of permeability as a function

of the degree of saturation

d(0) = Mean pore diameter as a function of the

degree of saturation (cm)

p = Density of the fluid (gm/cm 3 )

g = Acceleration of gravity (cm/sec 2 )

n = Dynamic viscosity of the fluid (dyn sec/cm 2 )

The hydraulic head gradient (70H) is the change in potential

energy of the water between two points divided by the distance between

the points. In the z, or vertical direction, this may be defined as:

Hz = (h2 - hi)/lz	 (5)

where: hl and h2 = Hydraulic head at locations 1 and 2 (cm)

lz = Distance between two points in the

z direction (cm)

Hydraulic head (h), at a given point may be further simplified

through the Bernoulli equation:

h = z + P/py	 (6)

where: z = Elevation measured from a given datum (cm)

P = Pressure (gm/cm2)
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Equations (1) through (6) may be combined to define the specific

flux of a fluid through permeable media in the vertical direction as:

C(0) d(0) 2	(z2 - P2/P9) - (z1 - Pl/PY) 	

(7)
lz

Due to the difficulties of defining many of the parameters in

equation (7) and their spatial and seasonal variabilities in the

environment of small water impoundments, equation (7) has limited

practicality. However, it is useful to develop an understanding of the

factors controlling flow through permeable meula and relating these

factors to water impoundments in arid and semi-arid environments.

Permeability 

The permeability of the materials underlying a water impoundment

is one of the most important factors effecting seepage losses. Commonly

impoundments are built either by constructing a dam in an intermittent

stream channel or by digging a reservoir below a water catchment.

During periods of excess precipitation runoff fills the impoundment and

typically delivers fine sediments which were detached from the soils in

the catchment area. When the water reaches tne quiescent conditions of

the impoundment this sediment load is dropped and a seal of fine yrained

materials, often silts and clay, is deposited in the bottom of the

impoundment. The sediment deposit tenus to be thick in the deeper parts

of the impoundment (assuming the impounament is small) ana thin toward

the margin of the impoundment. Margins of-an impoundment will be

infrequently covered by water and hence, only thin sediment layers will

accumulate. Deep portions of an impoundment will be covered more
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frequently and by a greater depth of sediment-bearing water;

consequently thicker layers of sediment will be deposited.

In most water impoundments the waterborne sediments will have a

lower permeability than the surrounding native material. When this

condition exists seepage rates at any point in the impoundment will be

controlled in part by the thickness and permeability of the sediment

layer. Another factor 'which effects seepage rates is the formation of

mud cracks in the sediments during dry periods and disruption of the

impoundment's marginal sediment layer by cattle. This suggests that the

maximum seepage rates will occur at hiyh stages, and the lowest rates of

seepage will occur at low stages. Additional factors contributing to

the variation of seepage rates with stage are discussed in the section

on Hydraulic Head Gradient.

Another factor effecting soil permeability not included in

equation (7) is water quality. In soils containing large fractions of

expansive clays, flocculation or dispersion of the clay minerals may

cause reductions in soil permeability. Harlan (1963) notes that sodium

salts, particularly sodium tannates and phosphates, act as dispersing

agents and hence, reduce permeability whereas calcium salts such as

gypsum or calcium cnloride, flocculate clays and increase permeability.

As evidence of the above Harlan (1963) cites work done in

Phoenix, Arizona, on soil at the site of a proposed artificial lake.

Soils containing approximately 13 percent clay, 50 percent silt, and 37

percent sand were tested for hydraulic conductivity. Tap water

containing approximately 800 mg/1 total dissolved solids, and a Na/(My +
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Ca) ratio of 0.4 was used, resulting in a hydraulic conductivity of 0.7

ft/day. Addition of small amounts of sodium phosphate to the tap water

increased the Nd/(Mg + Ca) ratio, dispersed the clays, and reduced the

soil's hydraulic conductivity to 0.01 ft/day. When small amounts of

calcium chloride were added to the tap water the ratio of Na/(Ca + Mg)

was decreased, the soil flocculated, and the soil's hydraulic

conductivity increased to 1.08 ft/day. These results indicate that when

swelling clays are present tne permeability of a soil may vary by as

much as two orders of magnitude due to variations in water quality.

Fluidity 

The portion of the hydraulic conductivity which is controlled by

the fluid is called fluidity and is defined in equation (4). The two

factors which vary in equation (4) are tne fluid density and viscosity.

When the fluid is water, temperature is the predominant control on

density and viscosity. The variations in fluidity due to salinity is

negligible over the ranges present in water impoundments.

Assuming that the approximate temperature of water in

impoundments in southeastern Arizona varies from near freezin4 to 32°C

the corresponding variation in density would be 1.00g/cm3 to 0.9941y/cm3

and viscosity would be 1.7870 to 0.7647 centipoise. Entering these

values in equation (4) results in fluidity values of approximately 550

to 1270 cm-1 sec-1. This indicates that througn the seasonal

temperature changes of water the fluidity can vary by a factor of two,

therefore the hydraulic conductivity and net flux may also vary by a

factor of two.
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Degree of Saturation 

As noted in equation (7) the net flux under given conditions

through permeable media is a function of the degree to which the medium

is saturated. Initially seepage flow from an impoundment occurs under

saturated conditions. At some shallow depth below the impoundment it is

likely that this flow will become unsaturated. The depth at which this

will occur is variable depending on local conditions, but in general it

is most likely to occur at the transition between the fine sediments

sealing the impoundment and the coarser surrounding sediments. This is

due to the lower permeability and high suction potential of the fine

sediments relative to the coarser surrounding native soils.

If the above conditions are met then seepage flow becomes a

complex problem involving both saturated • and unsaturated flow. With

unsaturated flow hydraulic conductivity becomes a function of soil water

content. This occurs due to the fact that with lower soil water

content, the tortuosity of flow paths becomes greater; the pores with

the highest hydraulic conductivity tend to drain first, and eventually

flow paths become discontinuous. It is also important to note that

water content also controls the matrix potential or suction head of the

soil.

Hydraulic Head Gradient 

Hydraulic head is the potential energy per unit weight of water

at a given location. The hydraulic head gradient is the difference in

hydraulic head between two points divided by the distance between the

points. This difference in potential energy of water gives rise to its
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tendency to flow within soils (HMO, 1980). The two major components

of hydraulic head are gravity potential and pressure potential. Other

components due to osmotic potential, temperature, and air pressure tend

to be negligible in the environment of a water impoundment.

The gravity component of hydraulic Mead is simply the elevation

of a given point measured from a given datum. The gravity head gradient

between two points is the difference in elevation divided by the

distance between tnem. In the vertical direction the gravity head

gradient is always equal to unity since the difference in gravity head

is always equal to the distance separating the points.

In comparison pressure head is far more complex. Under static

saturated conditions pressure head is equal to the length in the

vertical direction of the column of water above a given point, commonly

called hydrostatic head and having a positive value. In the case of

unsaturated conditions pressure head is a function of the absorptive

force related to a soil's matrix, the degree of saturation of the soil,

and its recent wetting and drying history. With unsaturated conditions

pressure potential is negative and often referred to as suction

potential.

The hydraulic head may vary both seasonally and spatially in a

water impoundment. Consider a typical impoundment constructed on

alluvial soils and its normal cycle of filling and emptying. Initially,

the impoundment has had no major inflows for an extended period and is

almost dry. The sediments underlying the margins of the impoundment

will have a high suction potential due to their low water content.
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Sediments underlying portions of the impoundment covered by water will

have either zero or very low suction potential due to their high water

content. The hydrostatic pressure at all points covered by water will

also be at a minimum due to the low stage. Under these conditions

seepage losses from the portions of the impoundment containing water

will be at a minimum due to the low hydraulic gradient (hydrostatic

pressure plus suction potential) and the fact that water must seep

through the greatest thicknesses of deposited sediment.

Immediately after a large inflow event, the hydrostatic head at

all points within the water impoundment approaches a maximum (depending

upon the degree to which the impoundment has filled) and the suction

potential of the soils underlyiny the impoundment are still at a

maximum. With these conditions the hydraulic gradient through the soils

underlying the impoundment is at a maximum and hence, the rate of

seepage losses will be at a maximum.

After the inflow event, the water impoundment stage will decline

due to seepage, evaporation, consumption, and spill losses. Thus, the

hydrostatic pressure and the suction potential of the soils will

decrease at all points in the impoundment as the stage declines and the

suction potential of the soils decreases. With these conditions the

seepage rate will decline corresponding to the decrease in the hydraulic

head gradient. The degree to which the seepage rate increases after

subsequent inflow will be a function of the magnitude of the inflow and

the antecedent moisture conditions of the soils underlying the margins

of the impoundment.
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Site Specific Factors 

In addition to the physical factor ot soils, conditions at a

specific water impoundment site can also be important in effecting

seepage losses. For example, the type of soil used in the dam, the

degree of soil compaction, and the possible presence of channels through

the dam due to animal burrows or decaying plant roots can play an

important role in effecting seepage losses. In the case of a small

reservoir in south-central Oklahoma, Nancy and Thompson (1979) found

that the vast majority of seepage losses could be accounted for as flow

through and around the dam structure.

The presence or absence of vegetation along the margin of water

impoundments also effects seepage losses. In arid and seimarid

environments grasses, trees, and snrubs will thrive along the margins of

the impoundment. The roots of these plants remove moisture from soil

adjacent to the impoundment and increase seepage losses.

The geometry of an impoundment also effects seepage losses.

Impoundments which have a low ratio of stored volume to wetted surface

area, such as shallow or highly irregular impoundments, will have nigh

seepage losses. This may be attributed to the volume of water lost in

wetting the surface area and to the large surface through which seepage

may occur. Conversely, impoundments with high ratios of stored volume

to wetted surface area will have lower rates of seepage. In reality,

the optimum pond geometry is a function of many variables, including

potential evaporation, local topography, and construction costs.



CHAPTER 5

METHODS

The model developed in this study, a physically based

mathematical model, predicts the rates and volume of seepage losses from

small unlined water impoundments. Seepage losses are predicted by

segmenting a given impoundment into the areas associated with every 0.05

foot rise in elevation between the bottom of the impoundment and the top

of the spillway. Seepage losses are then estimated through each segment

using the Green-Ampt infiltration equation and an explicit finite

difference schemé. The predominant factors which control seepage losses

in the model are the input values of minimum and maximum hydraulic

conductivity, the frequency and volume of inflows to the impoundment,

and the characteristics of the impoundment's stage-storage-surface aréa

relationship. Final model output includes the cumulative volumes of

water lost through seepage, evaporation, and spills, the total number of

days the impoundment held water in a given time period, and the total

number of times the impoundment spilled.

Model development involved three sequential steps. Initially,

data were collected from three stock ponds at Walnut Gulch Experimental

Watershed. From these data, estimates of seepage losses versus time

were obtained using a water balance approach. Next, the predominant

factors controlling seepage losses from the three stock ponds at Walnut

Gulch were identified using the results of the water balance

16
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calculations. Finally, a model was developed based upon the observed

behavior of the ponds studied.

Estimation of Historical Seepage Losses from Small Water Impoundments 

Water Balance Approach

Seepage losses from small water impoundments may be estimated

using a number of methods. These methods may be separated into two

categories: those which directly measure seepage through the use of a

seepage meter or tracers, and those indirectly estimating seepage

through the use of a water balance. The direct methods have the

advantage of actual measurements, but often the costs involved in

measuring seepage rates through the spatial and seasonal variations

found at a water impoundment are prohibitive. The water balance

approach is inexpensive, but the results obtained reflect the sum of the

errors made in estimating inflows, outflows, and changes in storage.

Historical data from Walnut Gulch offered a good source of data from

which inflows, outflows, and changes in storage could be determined;

hence, the water balance approach was used in this study.

The approach of using a water balance to estimate historical

seepage losses is represented by the equation:

(ST2-ST1)=I-O-E-S-C	 (8)

where ST1 and 512 = Impoundment storage at times 1 and 2

I = Inflows (ft 3 )

0 = Outflows (ft 3 )

E = Evaporative losses (ft 3 )

S = Seepage losses (ft3)
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C = Consumptive losses (ft 3 )

Rearranging equation (8) to solve for seepage yields:

S = (ST1 - ST2) +I- 0 -E- C
	

(9)

Insufficient data were available for the determinations of I, 0,

and C; hence, the solution to equation (9) requires several simplifying

assumptions.

Inflows (I) and outflows (0) may be eliminated from equation (9)

by assuming that no seepage losses occur during the times when the

impoundment is either filling or spilling. This assumption is not

strictly correct, because seepage losses do occur during these periods,

but because of the brief duration of the periods, only small errors are

introduced. Justification for the this assumption can be illustrated in

the case of pond 16 during 1966-67 (a wet year). The total time the

pond held water was greater than 239 days, and during this time, the

pond was either filling or spilling fewer than 0.7 days or less than 0.3

percent of the time.

Consumptive losses (C) may also be eliminated from equation (9)

by assuming that losses due to consumption by cattle and wildlife are

negligible compared to those due to seepage and evaporation. Due to the

limited stocking rate of the range in Walnut Gulch, only a small number

of cattle and large wildlife are present. In addition, a large number

of stock ponds are present on the watershed; hence, the demand on any

given pond should be low. For example, if it is assumed that 20 cattle

consume 7.5 gallons/day for the total time that pond 16 contained water

in the 1966-67 season, then during this time, approximately 750,000 ft3
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were lost through seepage, evaporation, and pond spills, while the loss

due to consumption would be 4800 ft 3 or 0.6 percent of the total losses.

With the above assumptions the water balance equation may be

written as

S	 ( STI - ST2 ) - E	 (10)

Equation (10) requires only estimates of evaporation losses and changes

in storage in a given time period to estimate seepage losses.

Required Data for Estimating Seepage Losses

To estimate the changes in storage and evaporative losses

through time for each stock pond studied, three types of data were used:

1) Records of pond stage versus time - strip chart records were

located on stilling wells at each pond. The charts were read at break

points in the record (approximately 0.1 foot changes in stage)

sufficient to define the rate of water loss from the ponds and periods

of inflow and outflow.

2) Pond survey data - from contour map records of pond volume

and surface area for each even foot above the pond bottom were obtained.

These data are contained in each pond's stage-storage-surface area

relationship. In no case were the survey data used more than four years

older than the stage-time record associated with it.

3) Daily pan evaporation - values obtained from a class A

evaporation pan located at the main ARS office at Walnut Gulch, a

distance of less than seven miles from any of the ponds studied.

From the above historical data, the input values to equation

(10) of evaporation losses and change in storage were determined for the
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discrete time intervals between pond stages. The following discusses

how these values are determined from the historical records and used to

estimate seepage rates.

Operation of Seepage Estimation and Evaluation Program

To facilitate rapid reduction of the historical data, a program

titled SEEP (Seepage Estimation and Evaluation Program) was written in

Fortran V (Appendix B). SEEP consists of a main program and three

subroutines, which prompt the user for input of the appropriate

nistorical data and allows for a variety of outputs including seepage

rate vs. time, cumulative seepage losses vs. time, and impoundment

storage vs. time. A flow chart of SEEP is shown in Figure 1.

The determination of evaporative losses, pond storage, and pond

surface area is required in the operation of SEEP. In reading the water

level charts by increments of changes in stage, the time intervals

between changes varied from minutes to days. Therefore, tne use of

average daily evaporation rates would introduce errors due to diurnal

fluctuation. To account for the diurnal fluctuation in evaporation

rates, pan evaporation values were modified by a sine function equal to

zero at midnight and two at noon. In addition, the daily pan value was

further modified by a pan coefficient which reflected the difference

between evaporation from the pan and an open water body. Evaporative

losses were then calculated by:

f.t2
Evap Losses = Pan Evap K	 1-cos(2 71. t) dt	 (11)

j
ti

where: Evap Losses = Losses due to Evaporation (ft)
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Figure 1. Flow chart of Seepage Estimation and Evaluation Program SEEP
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Pan Evap = Historical daily evaporation pan losses (ft)

K = Pan coefficient

t1 and t2 = Time (days)

Since SEEP uses daily pan evaporation values, equation (11) must

be applied on an incremental basis to the portion of each time period

which occurs on a given day. Total evaporation losses are calculated by

summing the total losses which occur in each increment.

Pond storage and surface area at a given stage are determined

from the stage-storage-surface area relationship and a linear

extrapolation program titled LEXT. Surface area and storage values are

determined by linear extrapolation between the closest surface area and

storage values associated with any yiven stage.

Evaluation of Historical Seepage Losses

The program SEEP allows the user to output a number of data sets

which can be used to assess the specific factors that effect seepage

losses. Plots of seepage rates and pond storage versus time for ponds

1, 16, and 23, are shown in Figures 2 through 5.

An important feature illustrated by these graphs is that seepage

rates increase dramatically in response to large inflows. This is

because the margins of the ponds are covered by water as the stage

rises. Water is rapidly absorbed by the dry soils and additional flow

possibly occurs through mud cracks and/or disrupted soils.

Another feature is a rapid decline in seepage rates after an

inflow. This may be attributed to two conditions: as the sediments

underlying the impoundment absorb water, their suction potential is
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reduced; and, as water is absorbed, the sediments may swell and seal

the pond. After these initial conditions occur, the seepage rates

decline gradually as the hydrostatic pressure on all points within the

pond is reduced by decline in stage and the suction potential of the

soils below the soil/water interface becomes satisfied.

The response of seepage rates to inflow is variable depending

upon the volume of the inflow and volume in storage prior to the inflow.

To illustrate this, a multiple regression was performed using the

seepage rate subsequent to inflows, the storage volume prior to inflow,

and the inflow volumes from the 1966-67 Pond 16 data. The equation is:

SSEEP = 0.488(0 - 0.152(SP) 	 0.129(SP) 2 - 0.173(I)(SP)	 (13)

where:	 SSEEP = Seepage rate subsequent to an

inflow event (ft/day)

I	 Inflow volume (100,000 ft 3 )

SP = Pond storage prior to inflow (100,000 ft 3 ).

A correlation coefficient of 0.90 was obtained with this regression.

Additional conditions may be related to the rates of seepage

losses from a given pond. For example, the stage of a pond reflects the

hydrostatic head being applied at the soil/water interface, and the

surface area of a pond reflects the amount of surface through which

seepage losses may occur. Fiyure 6 contains plots of pond stage and

surface area versus time for pond (16) during 1966-67. From these

graphs it can be seen that a general nonlinear relationship exists

between the parameters and that a large number of seepage rates may

occur for a given stage or surface area. The nonlinear relationships

may be accounted for by the variations in soil permeatility between the
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bottom and the margins of the impoundment. The fact that a range of

seepage rates can occur for a given stage or surface area may be

accounted for by the effects of inflows. The seepage rate for a given

stage or surface area after a long period without inflow is lower than

the seepage rate at that same stage immediately after an inflow.

In general the historical data obtained from the three ponds at

Walnut Gulch reveal that seepage is a dynamic process, seepage rates

increase dramatically in response to inflows particularly when large

portions of the pond have been dry for extended periods, and pond stage

is related to seepage rates, but not directly due to the effects of

inflows and antecedent moisture conditions of the portions of the pond

not covered. The development of the model for predicting seepage losses

was based on these three factors.

Modeling Seepage Losses From Stock Ponds

Model Development

Modeling hydrologic systems involves the development of either

physical or numerical simplifications or abstractions which reflect the

dominant factors controlling the cause and effect relationships of a

given hydrologic system. Initial attempts at modeling seepage losses in

this study included using a constant seepage rate and an empirical decay

function to describe seepage rates. Use of a constant seepage rate

proved to be inadequate due to the dynamic nature of seepage. Use of an

empirical decay function was inappropriate due to difficulties involved

in evaluating the site specific coefficients related to predicting

initial seepage rates and their decay. In light of the limitations of
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these approaches, it was decided. to develop a physically based model.

The method developed segments an impoundment into the areas associated

with every 0.05 foot rise in elevation between the bottom of the

impoundment and the top of the spillway. Prediction of the seepage flux

through each area in any given time is accomplished through use of the

Green-Ampt infiltration equation. The solution for this equation

through time is obtained usiny an explicit finite difference scheme.

Final model output includes cumulative losses due to seepage,

evaporation, and spills, the number of times a pond spilled, and the

number of days a pond retained water.

Green-Ampt Infiltration Equation

The criteria used in the selection of a method to predict

seepage through a given pond segment were to account for the hydraulic

conductivity of the soil- , the hydrostatic pressure at the soil/water

interface, and the matrix potential of the soils underlying the pond.

These criteria are met by equation (13), developed by Green and Ampt

(1911). Other criteria might be developed, such as accountiny for

heterogeneous soil profiles or the variations in hydraulic conductivity

with changes in soil moisture. However, inclusion of these factors

increases the complexity of the solution and the number of parameters

which must be estimated, and therefore were not considered in the

development of this model.

The form of the Green-Ampt equation used in the model was:

(Ho - Hf + Lf)
q = Ksat (13) 

Lf
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where:	 q = Seepage rate (ft/day)

Ksat = The saturated hydraulic conductivity of the

zone of transmission (ft/day)

Ho = The hydrostatic pressure at the soil

water interface (ft)

Hf = Soil matrix potential at the wetting front (ft)

Lf = The length of the saturated wetting front (ft)

Equation (13) is a simplified description of the actual process

of seepage flow. Its use requires the following assumptions:

1) A deep homogeneous soil with uniform initial soil moisture.

2) Fully saturated slug flow through the soil which creates a

sharp boundary between the totally saturated zone of

transmission and the unwetted zone.

3) One dimensional flow through the soil horizon.

The parameters and concepts in the Green-Ampt flow equation are given in

Figure 7.

The initial seepage flow from a pond will be saturated, but at

some point beneath the pond, it is likely that flow will become

unsaturated. Most probably, this will occur at the interface between

the fine sediments which have washed into the pond and the surrounding

native soil materials. Furthermore, native soils seldom have uniform

moisture content. In light of this, it is likely that the assumption of

saturated slug flow with a sharp wetting front used in deriving the

Green-Ampt equation is violated to some extent.

Despite the simplifying assumptions, equation (13) nas been used

successfully in many instances including those where the assumptions
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Figure 7. Soil profile portraying the parameters and general concepts
involved in the Green-Ampt equation.

were violated. Chilus and Boyer (1969) were able to obtain good results

using the Green-Ampt equation in instances where the soil profile became

more dense with depth. Bouwer (1976) also used the equation

successfully for soils in which hydraulic conductivity increased with

depth. Hillel and Gardner (1970) used the equation to estimate flow

through partially sealed or crusted soils, a condition closely analogous

to the situation of seepage throuyh partially sealed ponds. It has been

used in a wide variety of situations due to the relative ease of

parameter estimation as opposed to more complex two or three dimensional

models and to its ability to fit a wide number of nonhomogeneous

conditions.
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Solution to the Green-Ampt Equation

Equation (13) determines the seepage rate for a given

hydrostatic pressure (Ho) and length of wetting front (Lf). Since these

parameters change with time (Lf increases and Ho decreases with

seepage), it is necessary to modify equation (13) in order to calculate

the total seepage losses through time. The first step is to integrate

both sides of equation (13) with respect to time:

i4t (Ho - Hf + Lt)
q dt = Ksat 

j 
	 dt

ito	to	 Lf

Since Ho and Lf are functions of time the integrated expression on the

right hand side of equation (14) may be written as:

(Ho - Hf + Lf)
f(t) -  	 (15)

Lf

The integral of f(t) between to and t may be approximated by

dividing the elapsed time between t o and t into n time increments,

calculating f(t) for each time increment, and summing their products.

This may be written as:

tf t	 (t-to) n
Ksa	 f(t) dt = Ksat - I f(t)	 (16)

to 	n	 i=1

This approach requires f(ti) to be calculated for each time

increment. This is accomplished by assuming that Lf and Ho at time ti

are approximately equal to Lf and Ho at time ti_1. The error incurred

by this assumption will remain small as long as delta t, (ti-ti.1) is

small. The value of the function f(ti) may now be defined as:

(14)



(Ho(i_i) - Hf + Lf(i_1))
f(ti) -  	 (17)

Lf(i_1)

and the total seepage loss through a given segment of the pond may be

described as:

34

ft
q dt = Ksat

to

t.-t0 	n	 H(i_i) - Hf + Lf(i_i

ri 	i=1	 Lf(i_i)
(18)

As mentioned earlier the program segments an impoundment into

the areas associated with every 0.05 foot rise in elevation between the

bottom of the impoundment and the top of the spillway. To obtain the

total volume lost from a pond through seepage for a given time period,

seepage flux through all segments must be multiplied by their respective

areas and summed for each time increment.

t n-to 	m	 n	 Ho(i_i,j)- Hf + Lf(i_i,j)
Qt	 Area(J) Ksat(J)  	 (19)

n	 j=1 1=1	 1-f(1-1,i)

Equation (19) includes only the segments of the pond

covered by water at time i.

where: Qt	 = The total volume of water lost through seepage between

time t and to . (ft 3 )

Ksat(J) = The hydraulic conductivity of the soils associated

with the jth segment of the pond. (ft/day)

Area(j) = The area associated with the jth segment above the

bottom of the pond. (ft 2 )

Equation (19) is an explicit finite difference scheme which uses the

Green-Ampt infiltration equation to predict seepage losses from water

impoundments. This is the final form of the Green-Ampt equation used in

prediction of seepage losses.
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Operation of Seepage Prediction Model

Prediction of seepage losses from small water impoundments was

accomplished with a program titled SPM (Seepage Prediction Model)

written in Fortran V. A listing of the program may be found in Appendix

B. SPM consists of a main program and five subroutines which predict

cumulative seepage, evaporative, and spill losses with time. In

addition, the number of days an impoundment holds water and the number

of times the impoundment spills are calculated.

Required input to the program includes: either a historical or

synthetic inflow record including volumes and times; daily pan

evaporation values; a stage-storage-surface area relationship for the

impoundment; an estimate of the minimum and maximum hydraulic

conductivity of the soil underlying the impoundment; and the suction

potential and effective porosity of the sediments in the impoundment.

Figure 8 presents a generalized flow chart of the operation of

SPM. Specific items which require further discussion are the assignment

of hydraulic conductivity values to the segments of the pond associated

with the 0.05 foot increments of elevation, and determination of seepage

losses with equation (19) (Subroutine GRAMP). Estimation of evaporative

losses and determination of impoundment storage and surface area from

pond stage is accomplished through the use of EVAP and LEXT, the

operations of which were discussed in Chapter 4.

Impoundment are segmented into discrete areas by the subroutine

SEG. This subroutine uses the linear extrapolation program LEXT and the

impoundment's stage-storage-surface area relationship to determine the
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Input: Stage-Storage-Surface Area Relationship, Spillway
Elevation, Inflow Record, Daily Pan Evaporation Record, Maximum
and Minimum Hydraulic Conductivity (Ksat), Dry Soil Matrix
Potential (Hf), and Initial Length of the Wetting Front OEM

Segment the Pond Into the Area Associated with every 0.05 Foot
Rise In Elevation Between the Bottom of the Pond and the Top
of the Spillway

Assign Hydraulic Conductivity Values to each Segment by Linearly
Varying the Values Between the Maximum Value at the Highest
Segment and the Minimum Value at the Lowest Segment

--01 - Read inflow Time Record and Add Inflow to Pond Storage

Figure 8. Flow Chart of Seepage Predi:tion Model SPM.
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areas associated with every 0.05 foot increment of elevation. Figure 9

presents a hypothetical impoundment cross section and the general

concept of the segmented impoundment. The main program assigns

hydraulic conductivity values (K) to each segment by linearly varying

the values between the minimum K at the bottom of the pond ana the

maximum K at the spillway elevation.

Application of the Green-Ampt equation to the environment of a

stock pond was accomplished through the subroutine GRAMP. Figure lu

presents a flow chart of this subroutine. Initially, GRAmP calculates

the seepage flux in a given time period (less than or equal to one day)

for each segment of the pond covered by water based upon the previous

values of Lf and Ho. Next, new values of Lf are calculated based upon

Figure 9. Hypothetical pond cross section portraying the yenerailized
concept of a segmented pond
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the seepage flux and the soil porosity. The total volume lost through

seepage in a given time period is calculated by multiplying the seepage

flux for each segment by the associated surface area of the segment and

summing all of the volumes. To account for the drying out and drainage

of the segments of the pond not covered by water, the length of the

wetting front below each segment (Lf) not covered by water is decreased

by 75 percent per day. Finally, the total volume lost through seepage

in a given time period is sent back to the main program.

The model SPM progresses through time on a daily basis. For

each day the volumes of water lost through seepage, evaporation and pond

spills are calculated. All days between inflows in which no water is

present in the impoundment are counted as a dry day. Final model output

includes the cumulative losses from seepage, evaporation, and spillage,

the number of days the pond held water and the number of times the pond

spilled. Complete listings of SPM and the subroutine it uses are

presented in Appendix B, including comment lines and variable

definitions. Appendix A contains a user's guide for SPM containing

general guidelines and recommendations for use and estimation of input

parameters.
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Figure 10. Flow chart of subroutine GRAMP.



CHAPTER 6

MODEL CALIBRATION AND VALIDATION

The model developed to predict seepage losses from small water

impoundments was calibrated and validated using the four sets of

historical data obtained from Walnut Gulch Experimental Watershed.

Calibration of the model was made by fitting modeled values of

cumulative seepage losses to historical estimates through adjustment of

the input parameters of minimum and maximum hydraulic conductivity.

Validation of the model was accomplished by using tne calibration

develOped for pond 16 from the 1966-67 data to predict seepage losses at

the same pond during 1968-69.

The process of model calibration involved four basic steps. 1)

A historical record of pond inflows was obtained for each data set by

determining the increase in storage associated with every increase found

in the stage-time records. 2) Estimates of soil porosity, dry suction

potential, minimum and maximum hydraulic conductivity, ana tne initial

wetting front length were obtained for a silty-clay loam soil (estimated

soil type of waterborne sediments sealing the ponds). 3) The model was

run using the above inputs, historical daily pan evaporation values, and

the appropriate pond stage-storage-surface area relationships. 4) model

output was compared to the historical record from a given pond and the

quality of the calibration was evaluated based upon how well model

values matched historical values.
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Successive iterations of steps two through four indicated the

model was not greatly sensitive to changes in soil porosity, ary soil

suction potential, and the initial' wetting front length. In addition,

it was found that the model could be easily fit to the historical

cumulative seepage data through adjustment of the values of minimum and

maximum hydraulic conductivity. Since the parameters of hydraulic

conductivity lump a large number of factors together such as unsaturated

flow conditions and heterogeneous soil profiles the values used are more

empirical in nature than physical. Because the model was not greatly

sensitive to the parameters of soil porisity, dry soil suction

potential, and initial wetting front length they were held constant for

all calibration. Input parameters obtained from calibration of the

model to the four available data sets are presented in Table 2.

Table 2.	 Parameters obtained from calibration of SPM to the four sets
of historical data obtained from Walnut Gulch Experimental
Watershed

Pond 16
1966-67

Pond 16
1968-69

Pond 01
1966-67

Pond 23
1967-68

Minimum	 K	 (ft/day) 0.001 0.00075 0.01 0.05

Maximum	 K (ft/day) 0.1 0.075 0.1 0.05

Porosity	 (effective) 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

Suction Potential (-ft) -2.0 -2.0 -2.0 -2.0

Initial	 Lf	 (ft) 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
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Hydraulic conductivity values which varied over three orders of

magnitude (0.1 to 0.001 feet/day) were used in the calibration made for

pond 16 for the 1966-67 period. These values are representative of a

pond which is well sealed at the bottom and poorly sealed at the

margins. A similar calibration was made for pond 16 for the 1968-69

period in which slightly lower values of minimum and maximum hydraulic

conductivity were used. The decline in hydraulic conductivity values

between the 1966-67 and 1968-69 data sets may be attributed to

deposition of additional sediments in the time between these records.

Hydraulic conductivity values varying over two orders of

magnitude (0.1 to 0.01 feet/day) were used in the calibration made for

pond 1 for the period 1966-67. These values are representive of a pond

which is partly sealed at the bottom and poorly sealed at the margins.

Hydraulic conductivity values ot equal magnitude (0.05 feet/day) were

used in the calibration made for pond 23 for the period 1967-68.. This

calibration suggests a pond which is uniformly covered by a partially

sealing sediment layer.

The results obtained from calibration of the model to the

estimates of actual seepage losses from ponds 1, 16, and 23 are

graphically presented in Fiyures 11 through 14. More complete analysis

of the results may be found in Tables 3 through 6.

In all cases the modeled values for seepaye, evaporation and

spill losses are within 6 percent of the historical values. Estimates

of tne total number of days each pond held water are all within 3

percent of the historical values, with the exception of pond 23 in which

case an error of 23% occurred. Prediction of the number of times each
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Table 3.	 SPM output from calibration made for pond 16, 1966-67

Modeled Values	Historical Values 

	

Volume% Total	 Volume	 % Total

ft 3 

	

Losses	 ft3 Losses

Seepage Losses 460,000 63% 484,000 66%
Evaporative Losses 95,000 13% 106,000 14%

Spill	 Losses 180,000 24% 150,000 20%

Total Inflow Volume = 735,000 ft 3

Modeled Values 
	

Historical Values	 % Error

Days Pond Held Water	 245
	

239
	

2.5%
Number of Pond Spills	 4
	

3

si
52
cn

Days Si nee Jan. 1.t., 1988

Figure 11 .	 SPM output from calibration made for pond 16, 1966-67
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Table 4. SPM output from calibration made for pond 16, 1968-69

Modeled Values 	Historical Values 

Volume	 % Total	 Volume	 t Total
ft 3 	Losses 	ft3	 Losses

Seepage Losses 244,000 75% 226,u00 69%
Evaporative Losses 79,000 24% 77,000 24%
Spill	 Losses 3,000 1% 23, 000 7%

Total Inflow Volume = 326,000 ft 3

Modeled Values 	Historical Values 	% Error 

Days Pond Held Water	 234	 239
	

2%
Number of Pond Spills	 1	 1

.................. /Modeled

Historical

co	 1	 in

Days Sims. Jam 10A4 1963

Figure 12. SPM output from calibration made for pond 16, 1968-69
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Table 5.	 SPM output from calibration made for pond 23, 1967-68

Modeled Values	Historical Values

Volume	 % Total	 Volume	 % Total

ft 3	Losses	 ft3	 Losses

Seepage Losses 52,000 85% 48,000 79%

Evaporation Losses 9,000 15% 13,000 21%

Spill	 Losses 0,000 0% 0,000 0%

Total Inflow Volume = 61,000 ft 3

Modeled Values Historical Data	 % Error       

Days Pond Held Water	 148	 120	 23%

Number of Pond Spills	 0 o
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Figure 13.	 spm output from calibration made for pond 23, 1967-68
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Table 6.	 SPM output from calibration made for pond 1, 1966-67

Modeled Values	Historical Values

Volume	 % Total	 Volume	 % Total
ft 3 	Losses	 ft3	 Losses

Seepage Losses 171,000 90% 160,000 84%
Evaporative Losses 19,000 10% 30,000 16%
Spill	 Losses 0,000 0% 0,000 0%

Total Inflow Volume = 190,000 ft 3

Modeled	 Values 
	

Historical Values 	% Error 

Days Pond Held Water	 219	 214	 2.3%
Number of Spills	 0

Day. Sines Jan. 1ost4 1986

Figure 14.	 SPM output from calibration made for pond 1, 1966-67.
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pond spilled were correct with the exception of pond 16 during 1966-67

where trie model predicts four spills when only three actually occurred.

Overall, the results not only indicate that the moael can be

calibrated to historical data, but that the basic concepts used in the

development of the model are valid. Plots of cumulative seepage through

time for each data set show the modeled values closely following the

historical values. The model reacts to inflows with increased rates of

seepage losses and to extended periods without inflows with aecreasing

rates of seepage losses. Further validation of the model was

accomplished with the two data sets from pond 16.

The 1968-69 data from pond 16 provided the opportunity to test

the model using the calibration developed for the same pond on the 1966-

67 data. Figure 15 and Table 7 present the results of this test. In

this test, the model overpredicted seepage losses by 12 percent. Trie

model underpredicted evaporation losses by 5 percent, spill losses by 7

percent, and days the pond held water by 18 percent.

The fact that actual seepage losses were less than model seepage

losses may be attributed to deposition of additional sediments in the

pond between 1966 and 1968. Simanton (1985) estimates that

approximately 6,000 ft 3 of sediment were deposited in pond 16 during

this time period. Deposition of these sediments would increase the

thickness of the fine grain materials sealing the pond and reduce

seepage losses. The lower parameters of minimum ana maximum hydraulic

conductivity of the 1968-69 calibrations of the model also suggest the

pond was further sealed by the additional sediments.
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Table 7.	 Results of model validation using pond 16, 1966-67
calibration to predict seepage losses at the same pond for

1968-69

Modeled Values	Historical Values 

Volume	 % Total	 Volume	 % Total •

ft 3	Losses	 ft3	 Losses

Seepage Losses 264,000 81% 226, 000 69%
Evaporative Losses 62,000 19% 77,000 24%

Spill	 Losses 0,000 0% 23,000 7%

Total Inflow Volume = 326,000 ft 3

Modeled Values	Historical	 Values 	% Error 

Days Pond Held Water	 196
	

239	 18%

Number of Pond Spills	 0
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Figure 15. Results of model validation using pond 16, 1966-67
calibration to predict seepage losses at the same pond for

1968-69
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In general, the data sets analyzed indicate that the model can

be calibrated accurately to predict seepage losses ana their effects on

stock pond performance. In addition, once the model is calibrated for a

given pond in a given year, it may be used to model seepage losses in

subsequent years with a reasonable degree of accuracy. The largest

obstacle to usiny the model is parameter estimation. To reduce this

obstacle Appendix A ( User's Guide for SPM Seepage Prediction Model),

was developed. This contains a yeneralized scheme for parameter

estimation and model use.



CHAPTER 7

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This study presents a method for predicting seepage losses from

small unlined water impoundments. The method is intended to be useful

to individuals and agencies involved in evaluating the performance and

hydrologic impacts of small water impoundments.

Prediction of seepage losses was accomplished through the use of

a physically based computer model entitled SPM written in Fortran V.

Seepage losses are predicted by segmenting an impoundment into discrete

areas and calculating losses from each segment usiny the Green-Ampt

infiltration equation. The data upon which the model was developed were

obtained from Walnut Gulch Experimental Watershed located in Tombstone,

Arizona.

Required inputs to the model include a record of inflows, pan

evaporation data, a stage-storage-surface area relationship, and

estimates of the model input parameters of minimum and maximum hydraulic

conductivity. Model output includes cumulative losses due to seepage,

evaporation, and spills, the number ot spills, and the number of days

water was retained. Guidelines for model use and parameter estimaton

are developed in Appendix A.

Recommendation for futher study include: I) Calibration of the

model to additional data. Additional calibrations could be used to

develop relationships between actual site conditions and input

50
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parameters. 2) Use of the model to evaluate the effects of geometry and

size on losses due to seepage, evaporation, and spills. 3) Application

of the model to evaluate performance of either existing or proposed

water impoundments. 4) Use of the model for estimation of ground water

recharge related to either existing or proposed water impoundments.

The concepts and model presented may be useful in assessment of

the performance and hydrologic impacts of small water impoundments in

arid and semiarid regions. The model developed represents an important

step in the development of an accurate means by which seepage losses

from small unlined water impoundments may be predicted. Calibration and

testing of the model indicate that the model may be readily fit to

historical data and that it may be used successfully to predict seepage

losses from small water impoundments.



APPENDIX A

SPM USER'S GUIDE

This appendix presents guidelines and recommendations for the

use of SPM. SPM is written in Fortran V and is designed so that all

data is entered interactively. A listing of the program including

definitions of major variables and comment lines is presented in

Appendix B. Specifically this user's guide presents a discussion of

model inputs, recommendations for calibration of the model, general

comments concerning model use, and a sample calculation.

Model Inputs

Use of SPM requires a record of inflows, a stage-storage-surface

area relationship, and pan evaporation data.

Inflow Record

A record of inflows to a water impoundment may be obtained from

actual data, estimated using a method which transforms rainfall into

runoff, or synthesized using a stochastic approach. Actual data may be

obtained from a flow measuring device such as a flume, or through the

use of a stage-storage-surface area relationship and a record of stage.

The second approach involves determining the increase in storage

associated with every increase in stage. Methods which transform

rainfall into runoff may vary from empirical methods, such as the SCS

equation, to complex physical approaches such as kinematic routing.

52
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Stochastic methods may vary from simple 0 order Markov chains to more

complex methods such as the one utilized by Almstead (1983). Due to the

dimensions of the arrays of INFLOW(100) and DAY(100) only 99 inflow

events may be entered. The time at which an inflow occurs should be

entered in days starting with the first day of the year and inflow

volumes should be entered in cubic feet.

Stage-Storage-Surface Area Relationships

A stage-storage-surface area relationship may be obtained from a

survey of a given water impoundment. In instances where this

information is not available the relationship from an impoundment with

similar characteristics may be used or a hypothetical relationship may

be developed. Due to the dimensions of the arrays ST(30), V(30), and

A(30), only 30 records of stage, storage, and surface area may be

entered to the program. Due to the dimensions of the array ASEG(400),

and the fact that the pond is segmented into the areas associated with

every 0.05 foot rise in elevation, only impoundments 20 feet and less in

depth may be tested. Values of stage, storage, and surface area should

be entered in feet, Cubic feet; and square feet respectively.

Pan Evaporation Data

The version of SPM used in this study used daily pan evaporation

data. To simplify data entry and reduce the amount of data required,

the version in Appendix B uses monthly average pan evaporation. Pan

evaporation data may be obtained from the nearest measuring pan or

estimated using a regionalized method such as the one developed by

Cooley (1970). Values of monthly average pan evaporation data should be
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entered in inches per day. Estimation of evaporation losses using pan

evaporation data requires a pan coefficient. This coefficient may be

obtained from regional studies or in instances where this information is

not available a value of .7 may be used.

Calibration 

Calibration of the model requires the estimation of five

parameters. These parameters are minimum and maximum hydraulic

conductivity, effective soil porosity, soil suction potential, and

initial length of soil wetting front. The results of this study

indicate tnat the model is not greatly sensitive to variations of the

last three parameters and hence, the model may be calibrated by

adjustment of the hydraulic conductivity values.

As a first order approximation the calibrations developed in

Chapter 6 of this study may be used in the model. Maximum and minimum

hydraulic conductivity values of 0.1 and 0.001, 0.1 and 0.01, and 0.05

and 0.05 feet/day were used for ponds 16, 1, and 23 respectively.

Values of effective soil porosity, suction potential, and initial

wetting front length were 0.2, -2.0 feet, and 0.2 feet respectively.

The most appropriate values for a given site may be selected by

comparing the model output from each calibration to the available data

for the site. Criteria for selecting the proper calibration can include

the number of days water was retained and/or the impoundment's staye

through time.

A more accurate means of calibrating the model would be to

follow the procedures developed in Chapters 5 and 6. This requires
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collection of sufficient data to make accurate water balance

calculations and then using the results of the calculation to calibrate

the model. Appendix C contains a listing of SEEP, the water balance

program used in this study to obtain historical data for calibration of

the model.

General  Comments 

The version of SPM listed in Appendix B is designed to operate

for a two year period beginning on January 1st of the first year in

which inflow occurs. Time in this two year period is counted in days

ranging from 1 to 730. The time over which the model operates may be

altered by changing the value which occurs in the IF statement on line

149 of SPM.

The version of SPM listed in Appendix B is designed so that all

information is input and displayed on the screen. In many instances

this may be cumbersome and it may be advantageous to modify the program

to read and write data to and from files instead of the screen.

Due to the dimensions of the arrays mentioned in the Model

Inputs section of this appendix, SPM has certain limitations. The

bounds of these limitations may be increased by increasing the

dimensions of the mentioned arrays. In doing this care should be taken

to increase the array dimensions in both SPM and its subroutines.

Sample Calculation 

The following sample calculation is presented to demonstrate

what SPM does, and to provide data which may be used to test the

operation of the model. Data from pond 16, 1968-69 is used and
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presented in Tables 8 through 10. The calibration used is the one

developed for pond 16, 1966-67 data and is presented in Table 11. Model

output is presented in Table 12. In addition to the information in

Table 12, SPM also outputs either impoundment stage or cumulative

seepage losses through time. Due to the volume of this data it is not

included. Comparison of the results in Table 12 with the results

obtained using the same inputs in Table 7 shows a small discrepancy.

The variation in the results is due to the use of monthly pan

evaporation data instead of daily pan evaporation data.

TABLE 8: Inflow data from pond 16, 1968-69

Time (Days	 since Jan.	 1st) Inflow Volume (ft 3 )

215.58 67805
215.63 9577
218.77 227442
225.76 7923
244.53 11113
247.33 368
247.63 1474

TABLE 9. Stage-storage-surface area relationship for pond
16.

Stage (ft) Storage (ft 3 ) Surface Area 	(ft 2 )
89.2 0 0
90.0 3267 6096
91.0 13747 14864
92.0 31787 21216
93.0 56863 28936

. 94.0 93697 44732
95.0 146519 60912
96.0 215585 77220
97.0 302153 95916

Spillway Elevation 96.8 feet
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TABLE 10.	 Monthly average pan evaporation losses from
pan at Walnut Gulch Experimental 	 Watershed

Month Year Pan Evaporation (inches/day)

1 1969 0.17
2 1969 0.22
3 1969 0.30
4 1969 0.36
5 1969 0.41
6 1969 0.46
7 1968 0.35
8 1968 0.40
9 1968 0.28

10 1968 0.26
11 1968 0.17
12 1968 0.15

TABLE 11.	 Calibration for pond 16, 1966-67

Minimum K (ft/day) 0.001
Maximum K (ft/day) 0.1
Porosity (effective) 0.2
Suction Potential 	 (-ft) -2.0
Initial	 Lf	 (ft) 0.2

TABLE 12.	 SPM output

First Inflow on Day = 215.58
Last Day of Run = 760

Days Water Retained = 192
Dry Days = 323

Total	 Inflow Volume (ft) = 325,702
Seepage Losses (ft 3 ) = 2b8,337

Evaporation Losses(ft 3 )	 = 67,365
Spill	 Losses	 (ft 3 )	 = 0.00

Remaining Storage (ft 3 )	 = 0.00



APPENDIX B

PROGRAM LISTING OF SPM
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6SPM	 T=00004 IS ON CR00011 USING 00025 BLKS R=0000

0001 FTN7X,L
0002	 PROGRAM SPM
0003
0004 *	 PURPOSE: FROM A RECORD OF INFLOWS, MEAN MONTHLY PAN EVAPORTATION
0005 *	 A STAGE-AREA-STORAGE RELATIONSHIP, AND ESTIMATES OF SOIL POROSITY,
0006 *	 MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY, INITIAL WETTING FRONT
0007 *	 LENGTH, AND SOIL SUCTION POTENTIAL THIS PROGRAM PREDICTS CUMULATIVE
0008 *	 SEEPAGE LOSSES FROM SMALL UNLINED WATER IMPOUNDMENT
0009
0010 *	 DEFINITION OF VARIABLES
0011
0012 *	 ST = STAGE VALUES
0013 *	 A = SURFACE AREA VALUES
0014 t	 V = STORAGE VALUES
0018 *	 PEV = PAN EVAPORATION DATA
0016 *	 INFLOW = INFLOW DATA
0017 *	 DAY = INFLOW TIMES AND TIME COUNTER
0018 *	 ASEG = AREAS IN EACH POND SEGMENT
0019 *	 KSATU = HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY VALUES FOR SEGMENTS
0020 *	 LF = LENGTH OF SATURATED WETTING FRONT FOR EACH SEGMENT
0021 *	 PANK = PAN EVAPORATION COEFFICIENT
0022 *	 SPILLE = SPILLWAY ELEVAlION
0023 *	 NR = NUMBER OF DATA SETS IN STAGE TIME RECORD
0024
0025 *	 DECLARATION
0026
0027	 REAL ST(30) 1 A(30)1V(30),PEV(760)1INFLOW(100),DAY(100),ASEG(40J)
0028	 REAL KSATU(400),LF(400),MPAN
0029	 INTEGER NFLAG,IFINAL(12) 1 INITIAL(12)
0030	 DATA IFINAL/31,59,90,120,181,181,212,243,273,304,334,368/
003 1	 DATA INITIAL/1,32,60,91,121,152,182,213,244,274,305,336i
0032
0033 *	 INPUT DATA
0034
0035	 WRITE(11W(INPUT i TO OUTPUT CUMULATIVE SEEPAGE VS TIME)'
0036	 WRITE(1,*)/(INPUT 2 TO OUTPUT STAGE VS TIME)
0037	 READ(11*) IEtAG
0038	 WRITE(114)'INPUT PAN EVAPORAT:ON COEFFICIENT (.6-.8)
0039	 READ(1,10 PAK
0040	 WRITEU,WINPUT SPILLWAY HEIGHT
0041	 READ(11*) SPILLE
0042
0043 *	 INPUT STAGE-STORAGE-AREA RELATIONSHIP
0044
0045 10	 WRITE(1,WINPUT 4 OF VALUES IN STAGE STORAGE SURFACE AREA
0046	 * RELATIONSHIP
0047	 READ(11*) NR
0048	 IF (NR.GT.30) THEN
0049	 WRITE(11WERROR 4 MUST BE LESS THAN 30'
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0050	 GO TO 10
0051	 END IF
0052	 DO I=1 1 NR
0053	 WRITEU,WINPUT STAGE(FT), STORAGE(FT3), AREA(FT2)'
0054	 READ(1,*) ST(I),V4I),A(1)
0055	 END DO
0056	 STAMIN=ST(1)
0057
0058 *	 INPUT EVAPORATION DATA
0059
0060	 WRITEU,WINPUT MEAN MONTHLY PAN EVAPORATION (DECIMAL INChES)'
0061	 DO 1=1,12
0062	 WRITE(1,WMONTH
0063	 READUAOMPAN
0064	 DO J=INITIAL(I),IFINAL(I)
0065	 PEV(J)=MPAN
0066	 PEV(J+365)=MPAN
0067	 END DO
0068	 END DO
0069
0070 *	 INPUT INFLOW RECORD
0071
0072 30	 WRITE(1,WINPUT * OF INFLOW EVENTS'
0073	 READ(1,*) NR
0074	 IF (NR.GT.100) THEN
0075	 WRITE(1,WERROR *INFLOWS GT 100)' -

0076	 GO TO 30
0077	 END IF .

0078	 WRITE(1,*)11NPUT DAY (SINCE 1ST OF YEAR) AND INFLOW VOLUht(FT3);
0079	 SUMIFLO=0.0
0080	 DO J=1,Nk
0081	 WRITEU,WRECORD
0082	 READ(1,*) DAY(J)INFLOW(J)
0083	 SUMIFLO=SUMIFLO+INFLOW(3)
0084	 END DO
0085	 FIRSTDAY=DAY(1)
0086	 INFLOW(NR+1)=0.0
0087	 DAY(NR+1)=10000000
0088
0089 *	 MAIN PROGRAM
0090
0091 *	 INITIALIZE VALUES
0092
0093	 CALL SEG(ST,A,SPILLE,NOS,ASEG)
0094	 CALL INPUT(NOS,KSATU,PORU,LF,HF,WFI)
0095	 WRITE(1,*) DAY(i)0
0096	 CALL LEXT(SPILLE,ST,V ) STOMAX)
0097	 N=0
0098	 ST01=0.0
0099	 5T02=0.0
0100	 SPILL=0.0
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ii0i	 SUMSEEP=0.0
0102	 SUMEVAP=0.0
0103	 WETDAYS=0.0
0104
0105	 CALCULATION OF LOSSES
0106
0107 *	 THIS DO LOOP IS CONTROLLED BY THE NUMBER OF INFLOWS
0108
0109	 DO I=1,NR+1
0110	 STO1=ST01+INFLOW(I)
0111	 IF(STOLGT.STOMAX)THEN
0112	 SPILL=SPILL+ST01-STOMAX
0113	 STO1=STOMAX
0114	 END IF
0115	 CALL LEXT(ST01)V,ST,STAGE)
0116
0117 *	 THIS DO LOOP ITERATES THE CALCULATION THROUGH TIME
0118
0119	 DO WHILE (DAY(I+1)-DAY(I).GT.0.0)
0120	 IF (DAY(I+1)-DAY(I).GT.1.0)THEN
0121 	TINC=1.0
0122	 ELSE
0123	 TINC=DAY(I+1)-DAY(1)
0124	 END IF
0125	 CALL EVAP (PEV,PANK,DAY(I) ) DAY(I)+TINC,SEVAP)
0126	 CALL GRAMP(STAGE,STAMIN,SPILLE ? (SATU,LF,HF,TINC,ASEG,PORU
0127	 ,SEEP,WVI)
0128	 TLOSSES=SEVAP+SEEP
0129	 STAGE=STAGE-TLOSSES
0130	 IF (STAGE.GT.STAMIN) THEN
0131	 CALL LEXT(STAGE,ST ) V,ST02)
0132	 WETDAYS=WETDAYS+TINC
0133	 ELSE
0134	 DRYDAYS=DRYDAYS+1
0135	 STAGE=STAMIN
0136 	9T02=0.0
0137	 END IF
0138	 SUMEVAP=SUMEVAP+((SEVAP/TLOSSES)*(ST0i-ST02))
0139	 SUMSEEP=SUMSEEP+((SEEP/TLOSSES)*(ST01-5102))
0140	 STO1=STO2
0 1 41	 DAY(I)=DAY(I)+TINC
0142	 IF(IFLAG.E0.1) THEN
0143	 WRITE(1,*) DAY(I),SUMSEEP
0144	 LASTDAY=DAY(I)
0145	 ELSE
0146	 WRITE(13*) DAY(.1),SIAGE
0147	 LASTDADAY(I)
0 1 48	 END IF
0149	 IF(DAY(I).GE.73D) GO TO 999
0150	 END DO
0151	 END DO



0152
0153 *
0154
0155 *
0156 999
0157
0158
0159
0160
0161
0162
0163
0164
0165
0166
0167
0168 END
&CRAMP T=00004 IS

OUTPUT DATA

CLOSE(154)
WRITE(1,W*****************************************************'
WRITE(1,*)/** FIRST INFLOW ON DAY =',FIRSTDAY,'	 **I

=',LASTDAY,' DAYS','
=',WETDAYS,' DAYS','
=',DRYDAYS,' DAYS','	 **é
=',SUMIFLO,' CUBIC FEET','
=',SUMSEEP,' CUBIC FEET/,'
=',SUMEVAP,' CUBIC FEET',' **I
=',SPILL,' CUBIC FEET','	 **'
=',ST02,' CUBIC FEET','	 **'

WRITE(1,W*****************************************************'

ON CR00013 USING 00007 BLKS R=0000

0001 FTN7X,L
0002 *	 PURPOSE: ESTIMATE SEEPAGE LOSSES FOR EACH SEGMENT USING THE
0003 *	 GREEN-AMPT EQUATION
0004 *
0005 *	 DEFINITIONS OE MAJOR VARIABLES
0006 *
0007 *
	

STAGE = POND STAGE
0003 *
	

STAMIN = POND STAGE AT BOTTOM OF THE POND
0009 $
	

SPILLE = SPILLWAY ELEVATION
ORO *
	

KSATU = ARRAY OF HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY VALUES
0011 *
	

Li = ARRAY OF LENGTH OF WETTING FRONT VALUES
0012 *
	

TINC = TIME DURING WHICH SEEPAGE IS CALCULATED
0013 *
	

ASEG = ARRAY OF AREAS ASSOCIATED WITH EVERY POND SEGMENT
0014 t
	

PORU = POROSITY OF SOIL
0015 *
	

SEEP = TOTAL AVERAGE SEEPAGE FLUX (FEET)
0016 *
	

WFI = INITIAL WETTING FRONT LENGTH
0017 *
0018
	

SUBROUTINE GRAMP(STAGE,STAMIN,SPILLE,KSATU,LF,HF,TINC,ASLG,PORU
0019
	

*,SEEP,WFI)
0020
	

REAL KSATU(400),LF(400),ASEG(400)
0021
0022 *	 MAIN PROGRAM
0023
0024 $	 INITIALIZE VARIABLES
0025
0026	 1=0
0027	 S=0.0
0023	 SE=0.0
0029	 SEEP=0.0
0030	 AREA=0.0
0031	 SEGSTA=0.0
0032
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WRITE(1,$)'*$
WRITE(1,W**
WRITE(i,$)'**
WRITE(1,*)'$*
WRITE(1,*)/**
WRITE(1,*)/**
WRITE(1,*)/**
WRITE(1,W**

LAST DAY OF RUN
DAYS WATER RETAINED

DRY DAYS
TOTAL INFLOWS

SEEPAGE LOSSES
EVAPORATIVE LOSSES

SPILL LOSSES
REMAINING STORAGE
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0033 4	 CALCULATE SEEPAGE LOSSES FROM EACH SEGMENT
0034
0035	 DO WHILE(SEGSTA.LT.STAGE)
0036	 SEGSTA=I4.05+.025+STAMIN	 .
0037	 I=I+1
0038	 HSTA=STAGE-SEGSTA+LF(I)
0039	 S=KSATU(I)*(HSTA-HF)/LF(I)*TINC
0040	 LF(I)=S/PORU+LF(I)
0041 	SE=SE+S*ASEG(I)
0042	 AREA=AREA+ASEG(I)
0043	 END DO
0044	 SEEP=SE/AREA
0045
0046 *	 REDUCE LENGTH OF WETTING FRONT FOR PORTIONS OF THE eCND NOT COVERED
0047 4	 BY WATER
0048
0049	 DO WHILE(SEGSTA.LT.SPILLE)
0050	 I=I+1
0051	 SEGSTA=I*.05+.025+STAMIN
0052	 IF (LF(I).GT.WFI) THEN
0053	 LF(I)=.25*LF(I)
0054 	END IF
0055	 END DO
0056	 END
&EVAP 1=00004 IS ON CR00013 USING 00007 BLS R=0000

0001 FTN7X,L
0002 * PURPOSE: THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES EVAPORATION LASES FROM
0003 *	 AN OPEN WATER SURFACE USING DAILY PAN EVAP VALUES AND
0004 4	 A SIN CURVE TO ACCOUNT FOR DIURNAL FLUCTUATIONS IN ?ET
0005 *
0006 4	 DEFINITION OF MAJOR VARIABLES
0007 *
0008 4	 PEV = PAN EVAPORATION DATA ARRAY
0009 *	 PANK = PAN EVAPORATION COEFFICIENT
0010 4	DAYSi = INITIAL TIME OF EVAPORATION LOSS CALCULATION
0011 *	 DAYS2 = FINAL TINE OF EVAPORATION LOSS CALCULATION
0012 *	 SEVAP = EVAPORATION LOSSES IN TIME PERIOD (LENGTH)
0013 *
0014	 SUBROUTINE EVAP(PEV,PANK,DAYS1DAYS2,SEVAP)
0015	 REAL PEV(760),PI
0016	 PARAMETER (P1=3.14159265)
0017
0018 *	 MAIN PROGRAM
0019
0020	 DAY1=DAYS1
002 1 	DAY2=DAYS2
0022	 SEVAP=0
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0023	 IF (INT(DAY/).EO.INT(DAY2)) THEN
0024	 DEC1=(DAY/-INT(DAY1))*2*PI
0025	 DEC2=(DAY2-1NT(DAY2))*201
0026	 AREA=((DEC2-SIN(DEC2))-(DEC1-SIN(DEC2)))/(20I)
0027	 SEVAP=AREA$PEV(INT(DAYD)*PANKA2.
0028	 ELSE
0029	 DEC1=(DAY1-1N1(DAY1))*2*PI
0030	 ARE0(2*PI-(DEO1-SIN(DEC1)))1'(2*PI)
0031	 SEVAP=AREA$PEV(INT(DAY1))*PANK/12.
0032	 DAY1=INT(DAY0+1.
0033	 DO WHILE(DAY2-DAY1.GE.1)
0034	 SEVAP=SEVAP-1-(PEV(DAY1)*PANK/12.)
0035	 DAY1=DAY1+i
0036	 END DO
0037	 IF(DAY2.GT.DAY1) THEN
0038	 DEC2=(DAY2-INT(DAY2))*2*PI
00'69	 AREA.(DEC2-SIN(DEC2))/(2*PI)
0040	 SEVAP=SEVAP+OREA*PEV(DAYD*PANK/12.)
0041	 END IF
0042	 END IF
0043	 END
&INPUT T=00004 IS ON OR00013 USING 00005 BIAS R.0000

0001 FTN7X.L
0002 *	 PURPOSE: THIS SUBROUTINE INPUTS THE NEEDED DATA FOR THE
0003 *	 PHYSICALLY BASED SEEPAGE MODEL
0004 *
0005 *	 DEFINITION OF VARIABLES
0006 $
0007 *	 NOS . NUMBER OF POND SEGMENTS
0008 *	 KSATU = HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY VALUES FOR SEGMENTS
0009 *	 PORU POROSITY OF SOIL
0010 *	 HF = HEAD AT WETTING FRONT
0011 $	 = INITIAL WETTING FRONT LENGTH
0012 *
0013	 SUBROUTINE INPUT(NOS,KSATU,PORU,LF I HF,WFI)
0014	 REAL KMAX,KMINO(SATU(400),KSATL(400),LF(400)
0015
0016 *	 MAIN PROGRAM
0017
0018	 WETE(1,WINPUT MAXIMUM HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF FOND SOIES_ .

00/9	 READ(14) KMAX
0020	 WRITE(1)WINPUT MINIMUM HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF POND SOILS_'
0021	 READ(14) KMIN
0022	 DO I=1,NOS
0023	 KSATU(I)-.(((MAX-KMIN)/NOS)*I+KMIN
0024	 END DO
002S	 WETE(1,WINPUT POROSITY OF UPPER SOIL LAYER
0026	 READ(14) PORU
0027	 WR1TE(1,)INPUT THE HEAD AT THE WETTING FRONT
0028	 READ(14) HF
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0029	 WRITE(11WINPUT INITIAL LENGTH OF WETTING FRONT
0030	 READ(1)*) WFI
0031	 DO I=1,NOS
0032	 LF(I)= WFI
0033	 END DO
0034	 END
&SEG 1=00004 IS ON CR00013 USING 00005 BLS R=0000

0001 FTN7X,L
0002 *	 PURPOSE: THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE AREAS OF A POND FOR EACH
0003 *	 .05 FOOT INCREMENT OF ELEVATION BETWEEN THE TOP OF THE SPILLWAY
0004 1(	 AND THE BOTTOM OF THE POND.
0005 *
0006 *	 DEFINITION OF MAJOR VARIABLES
0007 *
0008 *	 ST = ARRAY OF POND STAGE VALUES FROM ST-STO-AREA RELAlIONSHIP
5009 *	 A = ARRAY OF POND AREA VALUES FROM ST-STO-AREA RELATIONSHIP
0010 * SPILLE = ELEVATION OF SPILLWAY
0011 *	 NOS = NUMBER OF POND SEGMENTS
0012 *	 ASEG = ARRAY CONTAINING AREAS ASSOCIATED WITH EVERY POND SEGMENT
0013 *
0014	 SUBROUTINE SEG(ST ) A,SPILLE,NOS,ASEG)
0015	 REAL ST(30),A(30),ASEG(400),LSEG(400),L1,L2
0016	 PARAMETER (PI=3.14159265)
0017
0018 *	 MAIN PROGRAM
0019
0020	 PL=0.0
0021	 L1=0.0
0022	 AREA1=0.0
0023	 STAGE=ST(1)
0024	 NOS=0
0025	 DO WHILE (STAGE.LT.SPILLE)
0026	 NOS=N0S+1
0027	 CALL LEX1(STAGE,ST,A,AREA2)
0028	 ASEGOOS)=AREA2-AREA1
0029	 L2=(AREA2/PI)**.5
0030	 L1=(AREAUPI)**.5
0031	 LSEG(NO5)=(L2+Li)/2.
0032	 STAGE=STAGE+.05
0033 *	 WRITE(LCILENGTH OF SEC ',NOS,' = I,LSEG(NOS)
0034	 AREA1=AREA2
0035	 END DO
0036	 END



&LEXT T=00004 IS ON CR0060 USING 00003 BLKS R=0000

0001 FTN7X.L
0002 *	 'IMPOSE: LINEAR EXTRAPOLATION
0003
0004 *	 DEFINITION OF MAJOR VARIABLES
0005
0006 *	 STAGE = KNOWN STAGE VALUE
0007 *	 ST = ARRAY OF STAGE VALUES
0006 *	 V = ARRAY OF VOLUME VALUES
0009 *	 X = UNKNOWN VALUE OF_STORAGE.VOLUME
0010
0011 *	 DECLARATIONS
0012
0013	 SUBROUTINE LEXT (STAGE,ST,V,X)
00 14	 REAL STAGE,ST(30),V(30),X
00/S
0016 *	 MAIN PROGRAM
0017
0018	 DO I=1,15
001?	 IF (STAGE.GE.ST(I).AND.STAGE.LE.ST(I+i)) GD TO 10
0020	 END DO
0021 10	 X= V(I)WSTAGE-ST(I))*(V(I+D-V(I)))/(ST(1+1)-ST(I))
0022	 END
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PROGRAM LISTING OF SEEP
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&SEEP T=00004 IS ON C00013 US -AG 00023 BLKS R=0000

0001 FTN7X.L
0002 $FILES 1,5
0003	 PROGRAM SEEP
0004
0005 *	 PURPOSE: THIS PROGRAM ESTIMATES SEEPAGE LOSSES FROM SMALL WATER
0006 *	 IMPOUNDMENTS
0007
0008 *	 DECLARATIONS
0009
0010	 REAL V(30),A(30),ST(30),PEV(760)
0011	 INTEGER FLAG
0012	 CHARACTER *6 TNAME, VNAME, ENAMEi, ENAME2
0013	 CHARACTER *12 REMARKS
0014
0015 *	 SELECTION OF DATA FILES
0016

0017	 WRITE(1.1000)LINPUT_NA4E_OF.STAGE_FILE._._
0018	 READ(1.1500) TNAME
0019	 OPEN(151,FILE=TNAME,STATUS=1OLD')
0020	 WRITE(1,1000)1INPUT NAME OF VOLUME—AREA FILE
0021	 READ(1,1500) VNAME
0022	 OPEN ( i52,FILE=VNAME,STATUSziOLD')
0023	 WRITE(1,1000)'INPUT NAME OF .ST EVAPORATION FILE _'
0024	 READ(1J500) ENAMEi
0025	 OPEN(153,FILE=ENAME1,STATUS=1OLD')
0026	 WRITE(1,1000)lINPUT NAME OF 2ND EVAPORATION FILE
0027	 READ(1,1500) ENAME2
0028	 OPEN(154,FILE=ENAME2STATUS=IOLD')
0029	 WRITE(1,1000) 'INPUT SPILLWAY ELEVATION
0030	 READ(1,*) SPILLE
0031	 WRITE(1,1000) 'INPUT PAN COEFFICIENT
0032	 READ(14) PAM
0033	 WRITE(1,1000)'INPUT NUMBER OF LINES IN STAGE FILE:
0034	 READ(1,*) NFILE
0035	 WRITE(1,WENTER i TO CREPT FILE AND NOT GET A PRINT OUT'
0036	 READ(1.*) FLAG
0037	 IF (FLAG.EG.1)THEN
0038	 WRITE(1,WSELECT THE VARIABLE TO BE WRITTEN WITH SEEPAGE'
0039	 WRITE(1,W1=AVERAGE DAYS	 2=AVERAGE STAGE'
0040	 WRITE(1,W3=AVERAGE VOLUME	 4=AVERAGE AREA'
004 1 	WRITE(1,4)15=POND STO VS. TIME	 6=SUM SEEPAGE VS TIME'
0042	 READ(1,*) IFLAG
0043	 END IF
0044
0045 *	 SET UP DATA ARRAYS
0046
0047	 IF (FLAG.E0.1)0PEN(155,FILE= 1 @SEEPDI,STATUS=NEW 1 )
0048 	It
0049 10	 READ(152,2000,END=20) ST(I),A(I),V(I)

b8
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0050	 1I+1
0051	 GO TO 10
0052 20	 DO 1=0,18
0053	 READ(I53000) (PEV(S) ) J=1*20+1,(I+1)*20)
0054	 END DO
0055	 DO 1=18,36
0056	 READ(1543000) (PEV(J),,J=I$20+6,(I+1)*20+5)
0057	 END DO
0058
0059 *	 SET UP HEADER
0060
0061 	IF (FLAG.EG.1) GO TO 15
0062	 WRITE(6,500) 1 **************************************************'
0063	 WRITE(61*)
0064	 WRITE(6,*)'	 STAGE FILE NAME = ',TNAME
0065	 WRITE(6,*)/	 VOLUME-AREA FILE NAME = ',VNAME
0066	 WETE(6,*)/	 1ST EVAPORATION FILE NAME = ',ENAMEi
0067	 WRITE(6,*)'	 2ND EVAPORATION FILE NAME = ',ENAME2
0068	 WRITE(6,*)/	 SPILLWAY HEIGHT = ' ,SPILLE
0069	 WRITE(64)1	 PAN COEFFICIENT = 1 ,PANK
0070	 WRITE(6,4)'NUMBER OF LINES READ FROM STAGE FILE =
0071	 WRITE(6,*) "
0072	 WRITE(6,500) '************************************************W
0073	 WRITE(6,*) "
0074
0075 *	 MAIN PROGRAM
0076
0077	 SUMEVAP=0
0078	 SUMINFLOW=0
0079	 SUMSEEP=0
0080 15	 CALL HILO (DAYSI,STAGES,REMARKS)
0081	 CALL LEXT (STAGE1,ST,V,VOL1)
0082	 CALL LEXT (STAGE1,ST,A,AKEA1)
0083	 IF (FLAG.EGA) GO TO 25
0084	 WR1TE(6,4000) 'DAYS','STAGE','SEEP RATE','EVAP RATE', 'AREA'
0085	 *,'STORAGE','SUM SEEPAGE','REMARKS'
0086	 WRITE(6,506)'-'
0087	 WRITE(6)*)
0088	 WRITE(6,4500)DAYS1,STAGE1,VOLi,REMARKS
0089 25	 DO K=1,NFILE
0090	 CALL HILO (DAYS2,STAGE2,REMARKS)
009 1 	IF(DAYS2.LT.DAYS1) NNFLAG=1
0092	 IF(NNFLAG.E0.0DAYS2=DAYS2+36S
0093	 CALL LEXT (STAGE2,ST,V,VOL2)
0094	 CALL LEXT (STAGE2,ST,A,AREA2)
0095	 AVGS=(STAGE1+STAGE2)/2
0096	 AVGDAYS=(DAYSi+DAYS2)/2
0097	 AVGV=(VOL1+VOL2)/2
0098	 AVGA=(AREA1+AREA2)/2
0099	 DELDAYS=DAYS2-DAYS1
0100	 DELV=VOL1-VOL2
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	0101	 RATAV=AVGA/AVGV

0102

	

0103	 GALL EVAP (PEV,PANK,DAYS1,DAYS2,SEVA?)

	

0104	 EVAPL=AVGA*SEVAP

	

0105	 SUMEVAP=SUMEVAP+EVAPL

	

0106	 EVAPR=SEVAP/DELDAYS

	

0107	 SEEP=DELV-EVAPL

	

0108	 IF (SEEP.GT.R.AND.STAGELLT.SPILLE.AND.STAGE2.LT.SPILLE)

	

0109	 * SUMSEEP=SUHSEEP+SEEP

	

0110	 SEEPR=SEEPPAVGA*DELDAYS)

	

0111	 IF(SEEPR.GT.100)SEEPR=99.999999
0112

	

0113	 IF(FLAG.EG.1)THEN

	

0114	 IF(STAGE1.GT.SPILLE.OR.STAGE2.U.SPILLE) GO TO 40

	

0115	 IF(IFLAG.E0.1) WRITE(ISS,6000)AVGDAYS,SEEPR

	

0116	 IF(IFLAG.E0.2) WRITE(155,6000)AVGS,SEEPR

	

0117	 IF(IFLAG.EG.3) WRITE(15S,6000)AVGV/1000SEEPR .

	

0118	 IF(IFLAG.E0.4) WRITE(155,6000)AVGA/1000,5EEPR

	

0119	 IF(IFLAG.E.G.S) WRITE(15S,6000)DAYSI,VOL1/1000.

	

0120	 IF(IFLAG.E0.6) WRITE(1S5,6000)AVGDAiS,SUMSEEP/i0ü0
E	 .

	

0121	 LSE

	

0122	 WRITE(6,5000)AVGDAYS,AVGS,SEEPR,EVAPR,AVGA,AVGV,SOMSEE?

	

0123	 WRITE(64S00) DAYS2,STAGE2,VOL2,REMARKS

	

0124	 END IF
0125 40	 VOLi=VOL2

	

0126	 ARE41=AREA2

	

0127	 STAGE1=STAGE2

	

0128	 DAYSI=DAY52

	

0129	 END DO
	0130	 WRITE(1)WEVA1 LOSSES= 1 ,SUMEVAP,'	 SEEPAGE LOSSES=',3UMSEEP
	0131	 WRITEU,WTOTAL LOSSES=',SUMSEEP+SUMEVAP

	

0132	 CLOSE(155)

	

0133	 CLOSE(1S)

	

0134	 CLOSE(i52)

	

0135	 CLOSE(153)

	

0136	 CLOSE(i54)
0137
0138 SOO	 FORMAT (80(1A))
0139 1000 FORMAT (A45)
0140 1500 FORMAT (A6)
0141 2000 FORMAT (F5.2,T10,I8,T20,I8)
0142 3000 FORMAT (20(F3.2,iX))
0143 4000 FORMAT (T2,A4,T12)AS,T20,A9,T30,A9,T44,A4,T52,A7,762,Aii,T7S,A7)
0144 4500 FORMAT (T2.F6.2,T12,F6.2,T22,I81T75,Al2)
0145 5000 FORMAT(F6i,T10,F6.2 1 T20,F7.S,T30,F7.S,T40,I8,TSO,I8,T600-11.0)
0146 6000 FORMAT (F10.2,T21,F1O.6)
0147
0148	 END
&EVAP T-00004 IS ON CR00013 USING 09007 BUS R=MO



0001 FTN7X,L
0002 $ PURPOSE THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES EVAPORATION LOSSES FROh
0003 *	 AN OPEN WATER SURFACE USING DAILY PAN EVAP VALUES AND
0004 *	 A SIN CURVE TO ACCOUNT FOR DIURNAL FLUCTUATIONS IN PET
0005 *
0006 $	 DEFINITION Of MAJOR VARIABLES
0007
0008 *	 PEV = PAN EVAPORATION DATA ARRAY
0009 *	 PANK = PAN EVAPORATION COEFFICIENT
0010 $	 DAYSi = INITIAL TIME OF EVAPORATION LOSS CALCULATION
0011 *	 DAYS2 = FINAL TIME OF EVAPORATION LOSS CALCULATION
0012 *	 SEVAP = EVAPORATION LOSSES IN TIME PERIOD (LENGTH)
0013 $
0014	 SUBROUTINE EVAPOEV,PANK,DAYS1,DAYS2,SEVAP)
001 5 	REAL PEV(760),PI
0016	 PARAMETER (1I=3.14159265)
0017
0018 *	 MAIN PROGRAM
0019
0020	 DAY1=DAYS1
002 1 	DAY2=DAYS2
0022	 SEVAP=0
0023	 IF (INT(DAYD.H.INT(DAY2)) THEN
0024	 DEC1=(DAY1-INT(DAY1))*2*PI
0025 	DEC2=(DAY2-INT(DAY2))*2*PI
0026	 AREA=CDEC2-SIN(DEC2))-(DECI-SIN(DEC2)))/(2*PI)
0027	 SEVAP=AREA*PEV(INT(DAY1))*PANK/12.
0028	 ELSE
0029	 DECI.=(DAYi-INT(DAY1))*2*PI
0030	 AREA=(2*P1-(DEC1-SIN(DECi)))/(2*Pi)
0031	 SEVAP=A1EA*VEV(INT(DAY1))*PANK/12.
0032	 DAY1=INT(DAYI)+1
0033	 DO WhILE(DAY2-DAY1.GE.1)
0034	 SEVAP=SEVAP+(PEV(DAY1)*PANK/12.)
0035	 DAY1=DAY1+1
0036	 END DO
0037	 IF(DAY2.GT.DAY1) THEN
0038	 DEC2=(DAY2-INT(DAY2))*2*PI
0039	 AREA=(DEC2-S1N(DEC2))/(2*PI)
0040	 SEVAP=SEVAP+(AREA*PEV(DAY1)*PAN(/12.)
0041	 END IF
0042	 END IF
0043	 END
&HILO 1=00004 IS ON CR00013 USING 00006 BLKS R=0000
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0001 FTN7X,L
0002 $FILES 2,2
0003
0004 *	 PURPOSE: THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE HIGH AND LOW VALUES FOR STORAGE
000S *	 AND STAGE FROM A FILE.
0006
0007 z	 DECLARATIONS
0008
0009	 SUBROUTINE HILO(DAYS ) STA,REMARKS)
0010	 INTEGER DAY,MONTH,HOOR,MINUTES,M(i2),YEAR
0011	 REAL STA,LSTA,HSTA,DAYS
0012	 CHARACTER*12 REMARKS
0013	 DATA M/0,31,57,90,120,151,181,212,243,273,304,334/
0014
001S *	 MAIN PROGRAM
0016
0017	 LSTA=1000000.0
0018	 HSTA=0.0
0019
0020	 READ(i5i,1000) DAY,MONTH,YEAR,HOUR,MINUTES,31A,REMARK3
0021	 IF(STA.GT.HSTA) HSTA=STA
0022	 IF(STA.LT.LSTA) LSTA=STA
0023	 DAYS=M(MONTH)+DAY+HOUR/24.4.MINUTESA440.
0024	 IF(YEAR/4-YEAR/4.0.EO.0.AND.MONTH.GT.2) DAYS=DAYS+1
0025	 YEAR=/900+YEAR
0026
0027	 1000	 FORMAT(T7,12,12,12,10,12,1X,12,727,F6.2,T61,Ai2)
0028
0029	 END
&LEXT T=00004 IS ON CR00013 USING 00003 BLS R=0005

0001 FTN7X,L
0002 * 	PURPOSE: LINEAR EXTRAPOLATION
0003
0004 *	 DEFINITION OF MAJOR VARIABLES
000S
0006 *	 STAGE = KNOWN STAGE VALUE
0007 *	 ST = ARRAY OF STAGE VALUES
0008 *	 V = ARRAY OF VOLUME VALUES
0009 *	 X = UNKNOWN VALUE OF STORAGE VOLUME
0010
00 11 *	 DECLARATIONS
0012
0013	 SUBROUTINE LEXT (STAGE,ST,V,X)
0014	 REAL STAGE,ST(30),V(30),X
0015
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0016 *	 MAIN PROGRAM
0017
0018	 DO 1=1,0
0019	 IF (STAGE.GE.ST(I).AND.STAGE.LE.ST(I+D) GO TO 10
0020	 END DO
002i 10	 X= WI)+I(STAGE-ST(I))*(V(1 -1.0 -V(1)))/(9T(I+ 1)-ST ( I ))

0022	 END
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